


HUMANSCALE’S EFLOAT LINE BRINGS STATE-OF-THE-ART PERFORMANCE   

and flexibility to the modern workplace. Simply add your desired work surface to this height-

adjustable table base and enjoy a healthier work style! At the press of a button, users can 

quickly find their ideal desk height for long-term comfort and well-being. 

Available in four touchpad options, including a digital memory touchpad that can store 

preferred positions, eFloat is easy to customize to each user’s needs and allow for simple, 

noise-free height adjustment throughout the day.

eFloat Lite   

eFloat Lite’s price-to-performance ratio makes it easy  

to bring the health and productivity benefits of sit/stand 

into any office, without sacrificing the quality Humanscale 

customers expect.

eFloat Flex   

Ideal for heavier work surfaces, eFloat Flex’s  

sturdy, expandable frame holds up to 425 pounds 

and accommodates a variety of designs beyond  

the standard desk.

Design Story 
Designed for the modern office, eFloat Lite and eFloat 

Flex can be easily connected to work tools such as 

keyboard trays, monitor arms and cable management 

solutions, to complete any ergonomic workstation.



Features
  Made in the USA with best-in-class German motor 
technology 

  Ease-of-use encourages users to regularly alternate 
between sitting and standing postures for long-term 
health  

  Durable frame supports a variety of work surfaces 

  Sleek, clean design aesthetic with 9 available colors  
to complement any any work environment

  Supports stand-alone desks or multiple desk solutions 

  Innovative safety sensor prevents table from bumping 
into objects when height is raised or lowered 

  Certified to UL962, ANSI/BIFMA X5.5, and BIFMA 
LEVEL® 2 

Specifications

Environmental Story
Humanscale was the first company to have products that meet the stringent Living Product Challenge criteria and positively impact 

both people and the environment. Designed using healthy materials, eFloat Lite and eFloat Flex have earned BIFMA’s LEVEL® 2 

certification – a voluntary sustainability standard for furniture manufacturers. 

Available in four touchpad options, 

including a digital memory touchpad 

that can store preferred positions, 

eFloat Lite and eFloat Flex are easy  

to customize to each user’s needs  

and allows for simple, noise-free  

height adjustment throughout the day. 

eFloat LITE eFloat FLEX

Product Length 35” – 84”  
(5” increments)

35” – 84”  
(5” increments)

Product Depth Most common depths are  
24”, 30” and 36”

Height Range

Standard Range:  
27” to 46”

Extended Range:  
21” to 47”

Standard Range: 26” to 45”
Extended Range: 21” to 47”

Extended Range Plus: 22” to 49”

Product 

Material
Recycled Steel

Standard

Product Colors

BL Black, SL Silver, WH White, SW Soft White,  
LT Light Tan Metallic, WG Warm Grey Neutral,  
LG Light Grey, AG Aviator Grey, DG Dark Grey

Additional  

Product Colors
Custom match color program with 170+ colors and counting

Compatible 

Worksurface 

Configurations

Rectangular, 90-degree and 120-degree work surfaces
(work surface sold separately)

Weight Capacity

200 pounds for  
rectangular base and 250 

pounds for 90 and  
120-degree work surfaces 

225 pounds for rectangular 
base and 275 pounds for 90 

and 120-degree work surfaces.  

Option for heavy 2-leg or 3-leg 
motor capable of lifting 425 

pounds.

Creating a more comfortable place to work   800.400.0625   humanscale.com

Touch Pad Options

Basic Up-Down Programmable

TOUCHbasic TOUCHFX


